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ABSTRACT
A study was conducted to determine'whether'graduate

teaching assistants in speech communication were aware of the
affective cbilianents.of their classroom behavior and o4 tae student
responses to them, And whether the, instructors awareness of the
.affective dimensions-of instruction relatedto the student evaluative
responses. Subjects were 640-students enrolled 4u 30 sections of a
'basic communication course taught by 18 instructors. During the last
week of a 'semester, the students were administered'the Index of
Teachers' Affective Communication 4ITAC), along with the Objective
teacher evaluation_instrument traditiomally-used by the-uhiversity..

Win- separate Circumstances, the teaching assistant in each course'.
section was asked to examine" the ITAC and predict what the, mean -
st4dent-response would. be for each_ of the items on' the measure. The
results suggested that the teaching assistants had poor sensitivity
as to how ,they were perceived by their students. While mostt
instructors scored'wll on the ITAC according' to their students, many

were unable to predict, their scores. Th reddlts support the .

.generalized use ofethe ITAC as an effecti e evaluation instrument of
*classroom communication. (FL)
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One of the ironies of communication education is that while many
departments depend upon the basic course as the "bread and butter"
base ofdepartmental credit hour output; they often consign instruc-
tion to a staff representing the lowest levels of training and exper-
ience -- the Graduate Teaching Assistants. While the academic and
practical problems that'produse this situation vary, eventually con-
cerns are admitted about the gliality. of instruction delivered in such
programs, particularly if the programs are very large. These concgPns
then give rise to a variety of evaluation and training techniques
which attempt to assess and then improve the teaching performance of
the GTA's.

t.

-Many current assessment-techniques rely largely on student eval-
uations of teaching performance and emphasize supposedly "objective"
aspects of teacher performance. They tend to stress readily observable
dimensions such as apparent organization of information, demonstration
of knowledge of material, and specificity of student task descriptions.
Most such instruments clearly attempt to avoid areas having to do with
the personal liking or disliking of instructor and student.

Critics denigrate student evaluations of teaching as popularity
contests, but we may at this point offer the opposite side of the coin
and ask whether -'. 'popularity" or liking might not be a significant and
true cdmponent of instructional effectiveness. .Substantial research
Supports the notion that positive classroom affective climates are re-.
lated to increased learning, and an evaluation system that ighores the
affective components of classroom transaotiOns may he at least as mis-
leading as one which attends only to personal liking. ,Further, a lack
of the instructors' or GTAs!. awarenese d their affective roles in the
classroom may result in negati affectizie conditions whicl inhibit
studeht performance.

The study repOrted here provides an initial stepin dealing with
this problem. -While investigative in nature, this project considers
two preliTinary questions (1) are instructors (in this case GTA's)
aware of the affective components.of their classrooM behavior and
student responses to them; and (2) is the instructor's' awareness of
the Affective dimensions of instruction related to the student evaI7
uative responses the instructor receives?
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COMMUNICATION AND,'STUDENT EVALUATIONS

A popular principle about communication behavior is thae-Pit's
not what you say but how you say it." Many of us can remember times
when a change in the manner of communicating would-have yielded diff-
erent consequences. Thephrasing of a statement, the nonverbal attri-
butes of'a message -- these and other factors may affect the accept7
ability or general responsiveness to a message. The classroom setting
is no different. The ability of a teacher to determine and control
affective communication within the classroom may be essential to good
pedagogical practices. ) t'

-
, .

In 1964, Krathwohl, Bloom & Masia published their Taxonomy oE -
Educational Objectives: Handbook II, the Affective Domain, setting
forth a discussion of the affective aspects of instructional goals.
Recognizing a concern for affective learning, }rathwohl et al.
categorized components of he affective domain and their taxonomy
provides, teachers with the framework necessary to establish educational
objectives which concern the "liking" or attitudes of students towards
various concepts, principles or skills. Clearly the affective objects

might also include the teacher, or other students.

Recent work by Hurst (1980) has further emphasized the .signifi-'
cant role which the affective environment plays in the learning pro-
cess. Hurst suggests tt affective learning may constitute the first
level of a hierarchy. That is, students' affective orientations "acted
as a stimulus for certain cognitive achievements' (p. 301). A student's

"willdngness to receive" instruction precedes cognitive accomplishements
and can act as a gate - keeper to other learning. Therefore, teachers

must consider both cognitive and affective perspectives for any given

educational goal: Hurstis work is consistent with the earlier work of
Andrews (1978) who found that the cognitive aid affective skills of a
teacher seem to "Mesh" together whenever confronting the problems of
teaching.

..
.

, .

The affectivp as well as the cogni tive qualities of a teacher a

apparent to most students (Marques, Lane'and Dorfman,, 1979; BouSfield,

1940 and should be considered carefully (Ayers,, Rohr and Bilbrey,' 1'980).

The fective communication skills a teacher demonstrates may impact on
-)

se al aspects of, eacher-stOent relations. For example, teachers
who demonstrate positive affective communication skills, such as dynamic

and sociable behavi , may be seen as more competent than thosewho do

, not (Samuels and Gr ore, 1980; Sherman and Blackburn,1975), Even

teachers with e weakness in the subject matter have been judged favor- .-
ably by students because of he teder9r's successful affective commun:

ication skills (Naftulin, are and Donnelly, 1973), Further, Gage

(1963) found that student atings of teaching effectiveness depend

as much on the personality of the teacher as on educational content.
.

. 10..
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The affective qualities manifest in a teacher's communication
* behavi r also have been found to produce significant effects on

studen earning (Crawford, Brophy, Evertson and Coulter, 1977). In

classroo' where teachers communidated in such a way that students
felt they had control over their own behavior, Fiedler (1975) found
that student achiOement levels were greater than in the alternative

conditions. Hurt, Scott and McCroskey (1978; p. 173) contend that
students who perceive that their teacher likes them, develop moire.
positive self-concepts than student who hold opposite perceptions,
and further argue that a supportive climate in th classroom promotes

fuller development of a student's Self-esteem an ersonal growth.

.1!resumably, t pedagogical implication is'that positive self-concepts
promote better earning.

However important the affective aspects of a teacher's communica----
tiOn-hehayior may2be, no prOgress towards the development of training
or improvement in the area may be made unless we feel some confidence

that.affective beha-, can be measured, or that teachers can accurately

assess their min affective ication Those concerns will

be the focus of the next section of

MEASURING AND PREDICTING AFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION RESPONSES

Some.recent approaches to the development of instruments to m4asuTe
student valuing of their instructors seem eo indicate movement tOwS0 an

assessment of teachers' affectiVe.communication. McLaughlin, Ericklon
and Ellison (1979) indicated that "student evaluation measures... .re-
flect a growing recognitron,af the affective components of the teacher's

classtoom communication: virtually every factor analytic 'study of the
dimensions of instructional effectiveness published in the last five
years has uncovered a affective factdr or set of ,subscales (p. 14)."

Washington (1979) 'reported that specific affective variablei such as

interperiOnal relations with students, classroom'atmosphere,.praise and
criticism and teacher-pupil fit*, were'related t4istudent ratings of

' teacher effectiveness.

In an attempt to assess'the affective behaviors.of teachers within
the classroom setting,' McLaughlin et al. developed d fourteen item in-

strument,. the Index of Teachers' Affective.Communication (ItAC), a short-

ened version of an earlier affective communication instrument. From an

initial poll. of 540 items, the Investigators produced 'A fifty item scale

and then a short-form-IIAC of fourteen items. The fourteen items repre-,

stnt.twelve independent components'of_e-Oective teacher behavior: {1)

nonspecific criticism; (2) rejection of tudent,thinking) (3) rejection

of student feeling- expression; (4) rejection of student-initiated goal-

setting and/or procedures; (5) rejection of student behavioi; (6) justi-

fication of self and /or authotity;.(7) non specific praige; (8) accept-'

ante of student thinking; (9) acceptance of students' expression of feel-

-,

5 es
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ings; (10) acceptance Of student - initiated goal-:setting and/or pro-s,
cedures; (11) acceptance of student behavkgr; (12) acceptance of
student evaluation of self and/or authority. In McLaughlin's et al.
studies, reliability coefficients for the ITAC were found-to be e95
and %94 in two studies, and validity support was indicated by the
ITAC's hi h porrelation (.80) wip mean ratings on Lhe Doyle Student
Evaluation of Instruction measure. High ITAC, scores also correlated
Npll with bservations of nondirective talk, ancP'ratio of praise and
'criticis statements on the-Olden and Flanders claSsroom Communica-
tion observation instrument. (See Appendix A for a copy of the,ITAC
short film.)

The ability Of instructors to self-evaluate their teaching mbili-
ties has also received attention in recent research.' Biackburnand.-----
mark (1975) examined the corelatiGn between teachler self-evaluati
and student evaluation results and found only a .19 correlation be-
tween the two. Centre (1973) asked faculty to select a single course
in which to evaluate themselves and to be evaluated by their students
at midsemester; analysis of the self-evaluation revealed only a modest
correlation of .21for seventeen evaluative items with student responses.
Braskamp, CaulleY and Costin (1979) found that self-evaluation indicated\
a "lack of favorableness of self-over student ratings. ". Howeer, Doyle
and Webber (1978) and Doyle and Crichton (1978) found good correlations

(Thetween students' ratings and,teachers' self - evaluation and noted that
the* instructors who describe themselves as better- teachers also re-
Ort success ingetting students interested in thematerAl and say
that they themselves enjoy'teachinfand like the course material..
While we find some dispute among the various findings, the preponde-
rance of data support the notion that teachers may not be particularly
accurate in predicting how they may be evaluated by their students.

Two area of previous research, then, lehd us to the question we
will consider here. Given that, some doubt exists that teachers may be
at all accurate in their intuitive assessments of how students view
them, can some relationship be determined between an individual e'
teacher's sensitivity o student responses and the nature of the
actual evaluations students make of teacher affective communication
behavior? More specifically, we -can address two discrete questions:
(1) are instructors (inthis case CIA's) awate of the affective compo-
nents of their classroom behaviors and students' responses to them;
and (?) is the level of instructor awareness'related to he students'

actual evaluative responses to t "teacher?,)

A third uestion of a subordinate level addresses additional test-
ing of the ITA instrument itself. (3) Will ITAC items demonstrate re-,
liability and nidimensionality in this examination of student responses
ta GTA's teaching behavior?

4
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PROCEDURE

Subjects involved in ,the study included students and graduate
teaching assistant's in a basic communication course at-a moderate-
sized comprehensive university. Six hundred and forty students re-
sponded by assessing the classroom communication behaviors of
eighteen GTA's teaching thirty,course sections.:-Students partici-
pating in-the evaluations represented a wide'rangd of academit majors
a ost were if their first orsecond year of college study. Graduate

' teaching assistants included both those working towards masters and
doctoral degrees and represented a range of 0 - three years of college

, teaching experience.

In the last week of a semester, the ITAC was administered to the
students along with the objective teacher evaluation instrument ern-,
ployed at that university. Both evaluation instruments were admini-
stered and collected by an individual other TIM-1 the actual instructor
of eachcourse section. Subjects were assured that the results of the
measurements, would remain unknown to their instructors until after the
final grades'were turned in Additionally, no student identifying

, information was placed on either evaluation form.
A 0

In separate circumatanres the (:TA' in each course section- as asked

bte:

examine the ITAC and "predict" what the mean student response would

:rree:;IL:fe;t14 farrinZen=st:cootriciireinto

i=qgtoc:daLmnast:iegned to

anonymity of the GTA's.

MEASUREMENT COMPARISONS AND RESULTS

In order to answer the first question, actual student responses on
a measure of teacher affective communication (ITAC) were compared to in-
structor predictions of their students' responses. First a grand corre-
lation of all students' responses to all instructor predictions was,
compUted (Nte, Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner 6 Bent, 1975). Next means
were computed for students' responses on each of the fourteen ITAC
items, foneach of the 30 sections. These were then correlated with
the instructors' predictions' of students' responses for each item

(See Table L) .

Inwtile first cases, the grand correlaiion reached r 9 .3909 (p.(.0001)
and suggests that overall these GTA's were not good predictors of student's'
responses to their classroom affective communication. In the second com-

paria6n,-thinty-seven percent (11) of the instructors produced predictions
that correlated at>.50 with theif students' responses (see Table 2).
In fact, one half, of all section predictions correlated below *.35. Gen-

GliA's do not demonstrate the accuracy of prediction of student
responses one might expect were they aware of their classroom affective
behavirs aad.students'-respobses to them.

c
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The second research question concerning the relationship be-
tween instructor- prediction accuracy and student perception of in-

.
structo affective coMinunication behavior was answeredby first of
all determining "good" instruc'tor predictors of student responses
( those whose predictions of student responses correlated with actual
responses- at a level:higher than the median correlation oft all in-
structors pf .3554), and "high" student evaluations.o instructors
(those scores for each 1TAC item below the median score of 1.971 on
the, rating scale. The ITAC scale ranges from 1-7 with 1 as the mott
positive respOnse). The student responses were tested for unidimen-

.

sionality by factor An4ytic procedures and found satisfactory so the
fourteen item scores"were'summed and the mean scores for all students
within each section were cOmputed. Comparisons of the instructor/
predictor data and student evaluation data revealed that of theAfifteen
"good" predictor instructors, only forty percent were rated above'the
median by their students. Conversely1 sixty percent of the good pre-
dictors were rated below the median. Of the fifteen instructors who
were "poor" predictors of student responses, sixty percent-were-rated
-above the median on ITAC scores and fortypercent rated'pelow the
median. Generally, the better pl'edictors of student responses were
evaluated lower on the 'Mg scale than their poor predictor cowter-
parts; those instructorsless effective'in predicting their students'
perceptions of their affective communication behavior scored higher on.
the ITAC scale than those who predict well. These results are quite
surprising and contrary to common sense expectation.

We should poiAt out that when we refer to those iastructors,per-
ceiv as po6r by stddent,responses, we are referring 'to those with
"ITAC sco -s eboVe the median on the 'ITAC 1 7 rating scale. (On the

ITACscores, one represents the most positive evaluation, a seven is
.the most negat response. Consequently, insFructors evaluated below
the 1.971 Median e more favored by their students than those scoring
above the median.) ctually, most GTA's performed rather well on the
ITAC. All but two in trudtor-sections were scored below 3.0 indicating

,good affective communi -tion behavior within the 'classroom. Further, it
was interesting to us t determine how instructors rated themselves
better or worse than th student,mean responses for that section. Fifty-
seven, percent (17) of the instructors rated their own affective,behavior
worse than their students did, and forty-three percent (13) rated them-

.- selves more'pdsitivel); than did their students (see Table 3). Apparently
a majority ofGTA's are pessimis'tic in their predictions of.student

`perceptions oftheir classroom affective communication behavior.

8
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gegarding the third research question. concerning the reliability
and unidimensionality of the IT4C.instrument, a principle components

-,solution followed by. varimax rotation was performed onthe student
responses on the ITAC (see Hie,' et al.). Only one factdr was extracted
with an Eigenvalue>unity; it accounted for fifty-sik percent of the
total variance. Itei loadings ranged from .53 to .79 (see. Table 4).
The extraction of only one factor supports previous research and the
determined unidimensionality of the stale application replicates the
MctaUghlin et al, studies. Tlie reliability was sufficiently estab-
lished with an alpha level of .93.

DISCUSSION

The data collected in this study allow some interesting inferences.
One issue addressed by this study concerns the predictive Itbilitiesof
GTA's concerning their students' responses on theITAale. The re-

. sults wire Consistent with some of the previous research 'which suggested
that instructors apparently have poor sensitivity as to how they are
perceived by their own students -- at least regarding teacher affective
communication. While most GTA's scored very wellion the ITAC instrument
_according to their students, many were unable to predict it (stddent
response/instructor prediction r = .36). One reason for this result
might be a response bias on the part of the GTA's. A general modesty
value (false 9r real) many inhibit more-optimistic responses by at
inseructors, 1?.oerlicularly it they think their responses will be examined
by others., Even though the study design included procedures .for gdarding
the anonymity of instructorrespvses, more optimistic.assessments may
have been inhibited. The result of this would be a depressed level of
self-assessed means, and consequent low correlations With student actual
assessments. Seventeen Of the thirty GTA self assessments were more
negitive:than the students' evaluations of their instructors. Additional
error may be due to the "imprecision " - of- th GTA's responses. The in

predictededicted the mean of the class ev luation and indicated it by.
)

marking the number closest to the predicted mean on a scale of 1 - 7.
Of course the actual Eomputed means were four digit numbers and attempts
to correlate them with whole numbers may have suppressed the strength .
of the relationship. However, this is unlikely to have had a drastic
effect on the results as reported:

^

In addition to the grand correlation between student responses and %
instructor prediction, an analy is of each section was conducted and
similqr results were produced. (Fewer than half of the participating-.
GTA'.s were able to predict wit reasonable accuracy. (r = .50) how they

were effectively perceived by their students. In feCt, many GTA's pre-

i

dieted rather poorly. The implications of this obsern are interest-
ing. How can young, inexperienced GTA's improve theirt'classroom per-

formance if they have 1p accurate perception of how theiretudentt
perceive them? Evidently, many of our instructors do not or cannot

.
- .

9
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accurately read t e /er
in the course of-lasSr

al and 9on7ve-cbal feedback provided by.Audents,
om interactions -- or students mask and with-

' hold feedback foi. ny'v riety of reasons. Thequestion.of whether
such perception /4

approaches may be .akento develop ttaining prograMs which attempt to
modify the affective communication behavior o£ any teacher.

We were also nterested in .determini whether the "good"spredictor
GTA's were also (nth se individualswith the' best ITAC-scores. The re-
sults gained suSge t otherwise.' The'better predicting GTA's were those

... with poorer ITACIsc res. In fact, some dt the best predictions Were' by
\ GTA's with notabity low rating affective scorfls. Several reasons not

investigated in 'hiS studyday account for this condition. For example,
GTA's who rate a tl1e eltreme'ends of a high /tow affective scale may
receive-less MiAd or ambiguous feedback from their students than those
whose ITAC ratinis are,less extreme. However, if this were true, one
wodld expect thati very positively rated instructors would be as good
predictors as very negatively,rated in uctors;the data did not support
this supposition4thOugh again high p ction scores might have 'been in-
10bited because of t e modesty villuing the instructor. ArSo, students
max provide less amb guous responses to those instructors whom they see
as cold, uncaringo unresponsive (negative affective communication).
In short, studentdm try harder to affect the behavior of someone
whom_they consider ani,insensitive instructor. But if, as the results
suggest, low affectiv instructors are more accurate in their predictions
of the. responses of t eir.students, one,.can only wo er why they don't
modify their behavior accordingly. If they are unc ear as to how they

°` can change their appr aches, then that clearly' becomes a,major objective
of .any proposed trai g or improvement program.

C- oncerni*g the reiability of the ITAC as an instrument Tor assessing

4 a teachef.'s affective lommunication behavior, this study's results Support

.,.,
' ' the generalized use' ofithe ITAC as an effective evaluation instrument of

i
'1 -* classroom communicatio by graduate ,teaching assistants. The emergence

of only one factor Sup orts the presumpteon of unidimension#lity of the
instrument and the pro cts of a reliable alph/a coefficientrin a homo-
genous grail) ( GTA's)', c4Lncides with the reSules obtained in previous

studies. With this Confirmation, instructors may confidently assume
that summing the scoresk,ireported by students on the ITAC will providea
meaningful assessment (I their affective classroom communication.
Contrary to the verygeeral assessments prov.ided by many other approaches,
the ITAC can identify 'a41 locate very specific behavioral-areas in the
teacher's performance thpat are effective, or that merit' improvement. -

v,
This study was an ,i vestiga tion involving affective components of

Aa GTA's communicative b avior'in the classroom. Several pteresting
.. -

results emerged, but thelstudy is not without some admitte4liweaknesses.

1
. \

dictions are impiovable needs to be answered before

4
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v.First, the sample size of GTA.Is was sm41.. while thirty Instructor-
sectionsWere observed,actually only eighteen different GTA's were'
involved, since ome taught more than one of the'observed sections.
This smal], pop latiori may provide biased data and future research
should replic to the basic study design with more instructors in a
wider variety o circumstances. Both the study validit3e,and the
generalizability of its results woulebe enhanced by such an expanI

.*sion. Second, since regular faculty, were not:included in thd-study,
the predictionnaccuracids discovered, may be a function of the

- limited experiential background of the*GTA's. More extensive ex-
perience may increase'both sensitivity to student CeedbaCk and
accuracy in evaluating that feedback. Additionally, other relekrant
independent variables such as: age+ positiOn, andypes of classes
could be considered as they affect affective communication skills
of inftructors.- A comparison of the 'faculty ITAC scores with GTA
scor4 might suggest other relevant Variables associated with affective
communication. qimiiarly, a correlation between the Usual 41objective"
teacher evaluation scores ancLITAC responses would.f)e interesting.
,If'a dtrong positive correlation appeared between the two measures,
we might less fear'thepopularity contest" threat many now resent
in teacher evaluation techniques. Clearly-,., "liking" as a result of

positive affective dOmmunicairon behav'ior would be a sought-after
goal of most effective teachers.

1

4A,
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TABLE 1

,

Course, -wide Means of Student.ResponS'es and Instructu Predictions of

-°

Item

-.

g

am.

*

1

...

ri

:cr

,..,

,. ...

e

Fourteen

.

v

*

items on ITAC

Student :7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

"8

9,

10
, .

rii

13
....

14

4.

, ,-

2:364

1.648

1.934

2.199

2.470

2.388

2:043-

1.950.

2.315

1.886

2.538

2.205

2.614

1.560

lr

BrIstructor

4 .

3.100

1.833

,1.900

2.733_

t

*Y3.033

1.90

33

.200 °

7-2

'2.800

''( 2.267 rt

3.133

1.900

N

a

e



TABLE 2

A

.1

Correlation.Coefficients'of Predicted Scores and Student X. for Sections

Section

J

1100-

r

.0813

.1761

.2817

.5461

.6425'

.6466

.3943

.6934

Student 5-C'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.765

1.865

2.036

2.353

1.663

1.971 median

,1.714

1.646

.9 .5485
. ;

1.697

'10 .4795 2126

1,1 .2474 2.019

.12 .7(097 2.877

.13 .1664 1.794

14 .1778 1.745,

15 .3029 .2.199

lei .5971 2.763

17 .3113 2.378,

18 -3554 median 2.821
. aj

19 .1756 '1.714

20 .0202 1.693

21 - .0684 ,1.i87

22 .1412 1.527

23 .4952 2.479

24 .6427 2.160 ,

25 .2311 1..446

26 - .1055 1.568

27 .5328 4.280

28 .5252 4.241

29 .6179 1:804

30 .2271 2.094

4'
15



TABLE

StudentL'Instructor X, Rating Result

(W = Instructor
rates'seIf

Section

/

better
rates self worse

than students

Student-

than
do.>

of= '

-

s

C" "

students do;

InstructIor X

13.

,

i

o

4 A

= Initctor

V

_

/

-0,- .

Rating Rsdlt

Of,

f
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

11

12

13

14

15

16

17'

18

'.-

1.765

1.865

2.036

2.353
\.._

1.663

iNs971 ,

117 .14

1.646

1.697

21026

2.019

2.877

1.794

1.745

2.199

2.763

2.378

2 ._821__:_.

1.714

1.693

1.987

1.527-

2.479

2.160

1.446

1.568

4.280

4,241

..."

.

3.429.3

3.429

4. 214

5.214

1.643

',1.64'3

2.071
...,

2.857

2.500

'2.429

4.0'00

1.071

1.071

3.000

.000

2.000

----.:- -.;2;000

1.357,

,1.357,

1.714

. 2.143 '

1.,641

2.7'14

2.429

2..786

3.929

3.071

1.929 '
,a

..1

1!

r W

°. W '
W

t...

'1,1

_B

W
4.

W

W

V ,

W

W

' B

. B
,

mtew

W

OA
B

4
5

B .
:.,

- , 13

4 .

B

.ek.T.!

B

..
W

W-

W

, (13
4( B

W

B

r,.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

284
29

. 30

'1.804

2.094

7

A

1 6
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TABLE 4

-

Index of Teachers' Affective.Communication: Tourteen Item Short Form
N../

0-

Factor Loading

1, Teacher behaviO : Prescribes certain actions.
Example: "That's not allowed here." .53

2. Teacher behavior: Discourages pupil expression
of feeling. Example: "Don't bring your personal
experiences into the discussion." .65

3. Teacher behavior: Student behavior is condemned.
Example:' "That is absolutely awful."

4. Teacher behavior: Rejects student planning.
Example: "1 don't want to do that this term."

5. Teacher behavior: Criticizes pupil ideap. _EXample:
"I find several flaws in your redning."

6. Teacher behavior: Answers "no" to a ditect request.
Example: "No, you can't do that."

7. Teacher behaviot Reads another's remark as a
derogatory statement about self. Example: -Student
says, "Are there any other theories eho'ut..:?"
Teacher responds, "What's wrong with this theory?"

.79

.78 ,

.74

.73

4- .

8. Teacher behavior: Rejects student expression of feel- .

ing. Example: "You shouldn't feel that way." .76

9. Teacher behaVior: Persists in advocating an, idea in
the.face of contrary evidence. Example: "Despite that,
I still think I'm right." .82

10, Teacher behavior: Complains. Example: "That's' not

fair." . 78

11. Teacher behavior: Indicates that what the pupil has
said is incorrect. &ample: "That's not right`.". .78

12. Teacher behavior: Discourages pupil ideas. Ocample:
"1 don't think we ought to pursue4that." .77

13. Teacher behavior: Encourages student to adept teacher's
point of view. Example: L'Try 'to see it my way."

4 "
14. Teacher behavior: Name-calls. Example: Dummy!" .61 '

*



APPENDIX A

INDEX OFIOTEACHER'S AFFECTIVE 60MMUNICATION:
FOURTEEN-ITEM SHORT FORM .

Instructor being evaluated

The results ofthis

Please try. to be as

are to be anonymous,

on the questiomhaire
4

-Sample item

.

ection

4u0stionaice provide data in evalua ng teaching.

honest and precise as possible. The evaluations

SO PLEASE DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME.. Mark all answers

itself.

Teacher behavior: - Asps for reports

For example: "Why don't-you 191 us your with that?".

Squnds very much Sounds very much
unlike my teacher like my teacher

If the Item above sounded very much like something your teacher would.

say, then 4:'would put en X in the space closest to. "sounds very m,1 p

like my teacher." If the example above sounded very- much unlike some-

thing you teacher would say, then you would put an. X in the space closest

to7"AoundS'very much unlike my teacher." Asyou.'respond to the items(

on the next pages, use the intermediate blanks on the scales to raean-

A

O

AIL
,the following:

sounds very
much unlike
my teacher c .0 C 04 0 0

.

O C 0 0 0 M
1-, I-4 1-, a Pi F.J.

F6 rt. 1-4 at t
S" M XaC

l'

m M..V 0 M
tr''s r Pi

M 1.4

18

M
F4 0
A- a

C

M M M rr
M'

rr

0 7

e
sounds very ,

much likg
'my teacher

4



1. Teacher behavior: Prescribes certain actions: For example:
."That's not alloWed in here."

Sounds very s. Sounds very
much unlijc. much iike
my tgac My teacher

2. Teacher4ehavior: Discourages pupil expression of feeling.
For example: "Don't bring your personal exftriences into
the classroom discussion."

Sounds very
much unlike
my tetcher

r

A

3. Teacher behavior: Student behavior is condemned.

Sounds very
much like
my teacher

For example;
"That is absolutely awful."

Sounds very
much unlike
my teacher"

Sounds very
much like
my teacher

4. Teacher behavior: Rejects student planning. For example:' "I
don't want to do that this terms."

SoNnds very 'Sounds very
much unlike much .like

my teacher ,

_I - my teacher
./

5. Teacher behavior: Criticizes pupil ideas. For example: "I

'find several flaws`in your reatoning.".
" .

4

Sounds very - : Sounds very /, .

much unlike
u

much -like

my teacher my teacher
c

,6. Tedcher behavior: Answers "no"-to a direct request. 'oi...example:

"No, yo-u can't do that." . 4,

.
.

....,

#

Sounds very Sounds very.--. y-

much unlike -.4.--L
much like'

A

my teacher . my 'teacher

/--

7. Teacher behavior: Reads another's re ark as-a derogatory

statement,abou*velf. For exapple: tuaept says,- Are the/7e'

any other theories about . .
.7 tt Teacher responds, "What's

wrong with this theory?" 1 J.,.

. -
.

.

Sounds very
much unlfte,
my teacher

1 9

/-

Sounds very
much like

7 my-teacher

.

..
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8. Teacher beh Rejects' student expression
example: u shouldn't feel .that way."

.

Sounds very
much unlike
my teacher

of feeLin& For

9. Teacher behavior: Persists in advocating an idea
of cOntrary evidence. For example: "In spite of
think I'm right."

Sounds very
much unlike
my teacher

1

.- 10.. Teacher behavior: Complains. For example:

Sounds very
much Unlike
my teacher

11. Teacher behavior: Indicates that what ehe
\

pupil
incorrect. For example: "That'ss -lot right."

Sounds vefq
' much like

my teacher

in the face::

that, I still

Sounds very
much like
my teacher

"That's not fair."

Soupds very
much like
my teacher

Sound vpry
much unlike
my teacher

12. Teacher behavior: Discourages ,pupil ideas.

don't think wedyght to pursue that."

Sounds very
much unlike
my teacher

has said is

Sounds yery
much like
my teacher

ru example:

13. Teacher behavior: Encourages student to accept
, of view. For example: Try to

Sounds very°
much unlike

.1

my teacher

Teacher behavior:

Sounds very
much unlike
my teacher

4.

,

20

see it my way."

Fbr example:

Sounds very
much lik
my teacher

teacher's point

Sounds very
much' like

my teacher ,

"Dummy?" -

tl
Sounds very
gmch 1,*(e

my teacher

I

s

J


